**DIGITAL BATTERY**

Lithium-Ion Digital Battery Series

As cameras and technology have evolved into the digital age, so have their power use profiles. The Digital Battery Series meets the unique needs of the digital world, while providing top-tier levels of safety, performance and reliability in a sleek design.

Delivered with a modern, ergonomic, mold-breaking look, the new battery contains a proprietary digital filter that increases run-time and lengthens life cycle, eliminating the negative effects incurred when running digital technology with traditional battery circuitry. All with Anton/Bauer’s signature Gold Mount connector and balanced, high-quality cells that deliver a long performance life.

- **G90**: 90 Wh (nominal 89 Wh)
  - Perfect battery when weight counts. Also good for camera stabilization systems.
  - PowerTap®: Ideal for powering camera accessories such as monitors, lights, wireless receivers or any other 14V accessory.
  - Weight: 2.4 lbs. (1.13 kg)
  - Size: 6.5 x 4.4 x 2.7 in. (16.51 x 11.18 x 6.86) cm

- **G150**: 150 Wh (nominal 156 Wh)
  - For use with power-hungry cameras and to power camera accessories.
  - PowerTap®: Ideal for powering camera accessories such as monitors, lights, wireless receivers or any other 14V accessory.
  - Weight: 3.3 lbs. (1.52 kg)
  - Size: 6.5 x 4.4 x 3.3 in. (16.51 x 11.18 x 8.38) cm

- **G190**: 190 Wh (nominal 194 Wh)*
  - For use with power-hungry cameras and to power camera accessories.
  - PowerTap®: Ideal for powering camera accessories such as monitors, lights, wireless receivers or any other 14V accessory.
  - Weight: 3.5 lbs. (1.62 kg)
  - Size: 6.5 x 4.4 x 3.3 in. (16.51 x 11.18 x 8.38) cm

Improved LCD Display

The Digital Battery Series utilizes constant calibration to deliver a truly accurate power status and features an easy to read Fuel Gauge with a multi-segment display.

When the battery is attached to a load, such as a camera or a light, it will conveniently report the remaining run-time for that load in hours and minutes, allowing the user to effortlessly track usage.

When the battery is not attached to a load, it reflects the state of the battery charge as a percentage of capacity.

**All Digital Series Batteries carry the MAXX II Warranty**

*Travel Restriction Apply: For information on travel/shipping regulations, please refer to our website: www.antonbauer.com. All Anton/Bauer Li-Ion batteries comply with UN Manual of Tests and Criteria.

**2 year conditional warranty or 1000 charge cycles. Refer to the product owner's manual for complete warranty terms and conditions.